The JFholeness of Experience	£3
with it has developed a suitable kind of language, highly
external in its reference* We think, and speak, of separate
objects, occupying their several positions in space; of
rgagnitudes greater or less, of container and contained.
The language answers well to our conceptions, and the
conceptions are accurate enough, serving not only our
practical needs, but the needs of physical science.
But what are we to think and say of our own experience,
our inner life ? We look on it in much the same way as on
the JKffld about us. The mind is commonly regarded as
rather like an expanding suit-case, packed in greater or
less quantity, from minute to minute, with sensations and
ideas, images and emotions. Some of these are simple,
and it seems to us that even the less simple ones, the
deeper emotions, can be taken to pieces and put together
again. The pieces are simple enough, and have recognized
names. We are satisfied, for example, that a particular
complex emoti&n may be resolved into curiosity, fear and
desire, three distinct elements which may also be found
at work in the minds of our neighbours. As for any
particular tone which makes our feeling different from
theirs, it seems not so much to be inherent, as to reflect
a difference in external surroundings. If only other people
could be placed exactly as we are, they would feel exactly
as we do. Some would feel with more intensity, some
with less,, but it would still be the same emotion, differing
not ie quality but in magnitude.
1 This, fa brief, is the sort of attitude implicit in ordinary
life* It Is well suited to social needs, enabling people, in
a	way, to describe and compare what they feel.
It is impossible to describe an experience or a

